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Slavery 
Track 20 – Disc 1 

 
Verse 1 
Believe it or not when slavery started 
It was a legal institution 
Forced labor using people 
How we wanted to use them 
America felt that it was the only way 
We could expand on the land  
They called it U.S.A. 
But united in a way, where we all pitched in 
Because blacks weren't the only slaves 
We even had white men 
Except they got paid 
And they were classified as poor 
And by the 18th century  
You start to see more and more 
Only blacks as slaves  
Because Americans believed 
That they were truly meant to be 
Enslaved and controlled 
They said that their skin was perfect for the sun 
It seemed like God's will 
For blacks to work in the field 
A belief by Richard Furman in 1822 
He even published a book 
And people believed it was true 
He was a preacher and said 
That it was written in the bible 
And anybody who opposed  
Risked their survival, listen 
 
Now see slave labor! 
 
Verse 2 
Now the treatment of a slave  
Was harsh and cruel 
And the government made sure  
Things ran smooth 
To regulate the relationship  
Between slave owner 
And the slaves that they owned 
They invented Slave Codes 
What Slave Codes did was enforce laws 
On slaves and how they ought to be 
It made slaves property 
But see these laws varied in different states 

Each state had its own  
Slave code it could create 
For example, in most states  
Slaves couldn’t read or write 
And anybody teaching them  
Was punished on sight 
In Alabama slaves couldn’t leave the premises 
Without permission  
And plus consent had to be written 
Slavery was a life-long labor system 
And trying to make them  
More benevolent was the mission 
But instead they created slave abolitionists 
Those who fought back  
Hoping the result would be the end of it 
 
You see abolitionism! 
 
Verse 3  
During slavery we had sixteen presidents 
And eight out of them  
Owned slaves during their residence 
We’re talking about a time 
Between George Washington and Abe Lincoln 
76 years if you’re thinking 
About the amount of time  
It took for the 13th Amendment 
To be created and passed 
Slaves were free at last 
But there was a backlash that still lingers today 
Separate but equal laws were then put in place 
They called them Jim Crow laws 
And anybody looking to defy them 
Were subject to a lynch mob 
Whites that would hang blacks 
To show their dominance 
Or to control and manipulate 
The worst of it in southern states 
But Jim Crows were no more, by 1964 
Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act 
In fact a year after that came the Voting Act 
Allowing blacks to vote and that was that! 
 
Alright now. That’s the end of our lecture!


